
Accessories  
and stands



Basic stands

Special stand for cylinder 

surfaces. The MS-W1 stand 
enables the user to easily 
examine cylindrical objects 
such as printing rolls. With the  
two barrel rollers, the MS-W1 
stand can also be rolled 
forward or backward making 
it a great solution for surface 
inspection; such as inspection 
of artwork, blank PC boards, 

Round metal base with  

the Dino-Lite. An additional 
feature of the MS33W is the 

the base of the stand. Using 
this knob, you can focus the 
Dino-Lite in situations where 

the adjustment dial on the 
microscope itself.

MS-W

MS33W
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Portable cradle stand with
two adaptors and three

 

An ultra-portable mini stand 
that holds the Dino-Lite in 
place whenever you need to. 
Easy to take on travel.

The MS34B is a great stand to 

Dino-Lite models. Compact 
and sturdy design.

MS 2C

MS09B MS34B
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Professional stands

Robust and sturdy metal 
base providing precision 
adjustment and positioning. 
The MS35B has a range of up 

extension pole).

Like the MS35B stand, but 
with an additional horizontal 
beam for viewing larger 

be extended with the MS30X 

MS35B

MS36B

Heavy table top clamp-on 
jointed stand with a wide 
working range of 62- 92 cm 
(23-36 inches). It can be easily 
clamped onto workstation 
or table top. A table base 
(MS52BA2) is also available.

MS52B
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Other accessories

The SL-ZW1 is a polarized USB 
powered gooseneck light with 
the ability for the polarization 
to be adjusted by a simple 
rotation on the accessory itself.

The SW-F1 allows you to 

step from your foot using 
the Dino-Lite or Dino-Eye 
digital microscopy solutions. 

required, simply plug in the 
device into your USB port 

SL-ZW

SW-F
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Specimen holder stand 

specimens. Four levels of 
orientation.

Portable Back Light with built-in 

built in, freely rotatable polar-
izer that works in combination 
with the AM413ZT or AD413ZT 
polarizer models. Great design 
housing made from brushed 
aluminum alloy.

great addition to a MS35B/
MS36B allowing in-depth visual 
inspections with multiple 
Dino-Lite’s.

MS 6C

BL-ZW

MSAK8 0

Other accessories
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This desktop clamp with a 

clamped to a desktop or any 
other surface of up to 3cm 
thickness.

XY Base with Removable 
Rotating Table. The MS15X is 
an advanced XY table that can 
be used independently or in 
combination with the MS35B 
or MS36B column stands. 

MS23B

MS 5X
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Ask your local reseller  
or check www.dino-lite.eu
for the complete range of  
stands and accessories
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